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Thanks to your support, we achieved significant conservation
wins this year, from restoring tidal wetlands on the Coquille River
to reducing the risk of wildfire in central and southern Oregon’s
dry forests. And yet, as we look to the future, we find ourselves
at a crossroads. The climate crisis is not coming—it’s here. Will
we continue polluting our air with greenhouse gases, or will
we take action to limit fossil fuels? Will we continue to deplete,
destroy or develop natural areas that could be storing carbon
and keeping climate change in check?
The science is clear. We know that nature, combined with a
transition to clean, renewable energy, is the answer. Natural
climate solutions—protecting and restoring our forests, wetlands,
grasslands and working lands—have tremendous potential to
sequester carbon in Oregon and beyond. By enacting smart
policies that reduce carbon emissions and harnessing the power
of our land and water to pull even more carbon out of the air, we
can help solve the climate crisis and ensure livable communities
for generations to come.
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Together, we are already doing this work, from protecting
grasslands in Wallowa County to advocating for impactful change
in Salem and Washington, DC—but there is so much more to do.
The devastating impacts of climate change offer a sobering
reality, but we are optimistic: It is within our power to fix this.
We simply have to begin.
Sincerely,

Jim Desmond, Oregon State Director
ON THE COVER American white pelican on Klamath Lake © Mitch Walters/TNC Photo Contest 2019 THIS PAGE left to right
Oregon State Director Jim Desmond © Tim Jewett; Carefully controlled restoration burn in Central Oregon © Mitch Maxson

“Real climate courage isn’t just about lofty announcements—
it’s found deep in the weeds of execution. It requires ambition,
but also the devilish details—of how, when, where, and who—
to transform these declarations into concrete actions.”
— LYNN SCARLETT
Vice president policy and government relations
at The Nature Conservancy

ADDRESSING
Climate Change

Changing Waters
Fishermen and women have already noticed
it: Things are changing in our marine fisheries.
As waters continue to warm and acidify due to
climate change, fish will likely head north or
dive deeper to avoid warmer temperatures and
ocean acidification. We’re assisting the Pacific
Fishery Management Council through scenario
planning to identify and prepare for climate
impacts to fisheries so we can help fishing
communities—and the families that rely on
them—adapt, too.

POLICY UPDATE

Oregon
Climate Action

WATCH video at:
nature.org/oregonfire
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“Wildfire is a constant concern for us in the
Applegate Valley. Having TNC conduct
a controlled burn on our land during a
TREX training was a huge benefit to
us and our forested property.”

Reducing the Risk

—ANNETTE PARSONS
Land Owner

With your support, and in partnership with Portland State University, we studied the potential of natural
climate solutions to address climate change in Oregon this year. The science showed that the restoration
and protection of our natural and working lands—forests, rivers, estuaries, grasslands, and farmland—have
tremendous potential to reduce emissions when combined with a transition to clean, renewable energy.

Hotter, drier weather due
to climate change and an
abundance of overgrowth is
fueling high-intensity wildfire
in Oregon. We reintroduced
fire in the form of carefully
controlled burns to the dry
forests of central and southern
Oregon this year, working with
agencies, private landowners
and Tribal nations to reduce
the risk of devastating wildfire.

THIS PAGE left to right Aerial view of Willamette Confluence Preserve © Philip Bayles; Fishing off the Oregon coast © Padraic O’Meara

THIS PAGE from top Taylor Creek fire © Jasman Mander/TNC 2019 Photo Contest; Fire practitioners in Central Oregon on a controlled burn © Brady Holden

The Data on Natural Climate Solutions

FAST FACT
A study this year by
our director of science
Ryan Haugo and
several other TNC
co-authors revealed a
massive wildfire deficit
across the Pacific
Northwest. Our dry
forests have not been
getting the beneficial
fire they need.

In what was truly a
team effort, our
Government Relations
team worked tirelessly
behind the scenes in
support of an Oregon
Climate Action bill.
and you wrote letters,
sent postcards and
showed up to make
your voices heard.
While we are
disappointed that this
critical cap-and-invest
policy didn’t pass in
2019, we aren’t giving
up—and neither
should you. We will
continue to support
efforts to put a price
on carbon in Oregon
to reduce pollution
and invest in our
natural and working
lands in 2020.
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PROTECTING

Zumwalt Easement
With your support and a grant from the Climate Trust, we
were able to bring an additional 660 acres of grasslands under
protection at Zumwalt Prairie Preserve this year, bringing the
total to 55,000 acres. This new conservation easement will ensure
that the native grasslands are never developed, sustainable
grazing plans will be implemented and the carbon captured here
will remain in the ground where it belongs.

Land and Water

“The fact that the
Nature Conservancy
has returned these
lands to their original
stewards is beyond
words. Their generosity
allows us to step into
our role as caretakers
and ensure the
existence of this habitat,
and this place, for
generations to come.”
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—CHERYLE A. KENNEDY
Chairwoman of the Confederated
Tribes of the Grand Ronde

Returning Ancestral Lands
In 2019, the opportunity to do something special arose—twice. We transferred ancestral lands back to the
Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs and the Confederated Tribes of the Grand Ronde in the form of the
Dunstan Homestead and Noble Oaks Preserves. Having cared for this land since time immemorial, both Tribes
plan to restore and protect wildlife habitat and manage for conservation.
THIS PAGE left to right Middle Fork John Day River © Ian Poellet; The view from the southern tip of Lower Table Rock during a stormy spring
evening overlooking the Rogue Valley in southern Oregon © Ben Herndon/Tandem Stills+Motion

Zum w alt Prairie
Preserve

Protec ted in 2019

POLICY WIN

LWCF Permanently
Reauthorized
Many of your favorite natural
areas—such as our iconic Table
Rocks—have been protected
with support from the Land
and Water Conservation Fund.
Despite its effectiveness, this
beloved fund has been subject
to federal budgetary whims.
But not anymore. This year,
thanks to your support, LWCF
was permanently reauthorized,
giving Table Rocks a shot at
expanded protections.

Restoring The Rogue

We furthered implementation of the Rogue Basin
Cohesive Forest Restoration Strategy this year,
Protec ted in 2017
leveraging partner relationships and funding from
Protec ted in 2014
Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board. to enable
effective forest restoration and reduce the risk of
high-intensity wildfire. We’re also doing outreach to
Se rvice La yer Credit s: Sources: Esri, HER E,
Ga rmin, Intermap, increment P Cor p., Oregon Tribes and local leaders.
GEBCO, U SGS , FAO, NPS, N RC AN,
Ge oBase , IGN, K adas ter NL, Ordnanc e
Su rvey, Esri J apan, METI, Esr i Ch ina (Hong
Ko ng), swisstopo, © Op enStree tMap
When a researcher from Northwestern
University
contributors,
a nd the GIS User Co mmunity
realized how much Sycan Marsh Preserve in southern
Oregon has in common with the South African savanna,
he knew that it’d be the perfect proving ground for his
anti–rhino poaching technology. Saif Bhatti spent July
at Sycan testing long-distance listening devices designed
to catch rhino poachers in the act. The devices listen for
sounds associated with poaching (think chainsaws and
gunshots) and then relay that information to the nearest
ranger station—much like a home security system.

Saving Rhinos

POLICY WIN

OEPA Signed
into Law
We testified for passage of
the Oregon Environmental
Protection Act this year
to allow Oregon to
preserve higher standards
for the Clean Air Act,
Water Pollution Control
Act and Safe Drinking
Water Act—no matter
what happens at the
federal level.

THIS PAGE clockwise from top left Map © Michael Schindel; TNC burn boss gives instructions before controlled burn. © Mitch Maxson; Lone male rhino walking to find water.
© Manoj Shah/TNC Photo Contest 2019
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ENSURING

High-Tech H20

What do satellites and drones have to do with rural water
supply? They’re helping us study how groundwater-dependent
vegetation has changed in response to a drying climate and
decreasing aquifer levels in the Harney Basin—and will
ultimately influence collaborative water planning here and
across the West.

Sustainable Food and Water

ON THE HORIZON ⁄⁄
Thanks to your generous
support, we are doing
more of this important
work. We helped partners
break ground on a new
tide gate replacement and
estuary restoration project
at Seestrom Creek—just
downstream from Winter
Lake. We expect the
same good news for
salmon here.
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THIS PAGE Juvenile salmon © Alaska Fish and Wildlife

Dungeness crab faces
many challenges due to
climate change—harmful
algae blooms, ocean
acidification and warmer
waters. We’re working
with fishers, researchers
and fishery managers on a
comprehensive management
plan that will establish goals
and best practices to help
ensure that we don’t lose this
treasured species.

LEARN MORE about our
coastal conservation work
at nature.org/oregoncoast

Seeing the Beauty
in the Ugly
f u n fa c t
Hagfish are a super-resilient
prehistoric species that can adapt to
changing ocean temperatures and pH levels
and go two months without eating. While
they are considered a culinary delight in
Korea, the slime they produce can also be
used to make clothing. Our coastal team
conducted an analysis this year to inform
future management of this unheralded but
important fishery.

No Offshore Drilling in Oregon

Spotted: Bigger, Fatter Fish at Winter Lake
In a juvenile salmon’s world—where everything and everyone wants to eat you—the bigger you are, the more likely you
are to survive. After we restored wetlands and worked with partners to install a new tide gate at Winter Lake on the
Coquille River last year, fish monitoring of juvenile coho salmon revealed that fish reared here were both longer and
heavier than fish in an adjacent river. Access to slower water with more food and resting spots gave them a “head start”
and a much better chance of returning to the river to spawn.

Sustainable Crab

POLICY WIN

WHAT’S A TIDE GATE?
Explore nature.org/tidegates

We helped write, testify and lobby for SB 256
and cheered as it was signed into law, banning offshore oil gas and
sulfur drilling that could harm the coast’s thriving tourism and
fishing industries.
THIS PAGE clockwise from top left Launching a drone on Malheur National Wildlife Refuge © Zach Freed; Dungeness
crab © ktmoffitt /iStock; Hagfish © The New International Encyclopædia, v. 9, 1905
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BUILDING

POLICY IN ACTION

Nature for All

Healthy Communities
Plant a Tree, Grow a Community

Thanks to a grant from The Boeing Company, we’re working together—with
your help—to plant trees in and around Portland in a collective effort to make
the Rose City a better place to live. We teamed up with local tree-planting
organization Friends of Trees to spread the tree love and improve the health,
happiness and climate resiliency of our community.

United by Nature
Using inclusive strategies to connect communities of difference with
nature, our 2019 AmeriCorps Community Engagement Coordinator,
Nanda Ramos, had an outstanding year. Ramos attended community
outreach events, coordinated volunteer work parties and engaged over
2,000 individuals and 375 volunteers. Highlights of her time with us
included providing educational programming for The Boys & Girls
Club and leading hikes with groups including The Blueprint Foundation,
People of Color in the Outdoors and Reynolds Learning Academy.
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We could always use more
parks and nature. We
worked with the Intertwine
Alliance and Metro Regional
Government in support of
a ballot measure to build
community and climate
resiliency by protecting
nature around Portland and
expanding safe, equitable
access to trails, parks and
rivers. And all at no additional
cost to the taxpayer! Sounds
like a win–win to us.
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Voices, Choices and Action
In May, 170 participants representing
23 countries gathered in Sunriver, Oregon,
to share, learn and challenge ideas about
how conservationists can respectfully
collaborate with Indigenous peoples and
local communities. “Healing the land and
healing the people go hand in hand,” said
Oregon Trustees Judy BlueHorse Skelton
and Charles Wilhoite in opening remarks.
“In Oregon and around the world, there is
much to be learned and gained by partnering
with the original stewards of territory.”
THIS PAGE Friends of Trees organized a tree-planting event at Nadaka Nature Park on MLK Day 2019.
© Miwako Schlageter

THIS PAGE left to right Nanda Ramos (left) with volunteers at Mt. Tabor Park © Miwako Schlageter; Volunteers at Sandy River Gorge © Molly Dougherty; Gathering in Sunriver, Oregon © Froylan Hernandez Ruiz
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WHY WE GIVE

VOLUNTEERS
OF THE YEAR

Burt Lazar and Claire Stock

Lisa McGraw
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We are pleased to honor Lisa McGraw for her leadership,
steady commitment and positive can-do attitude. Lisa
joined us in 2015 as a front desk volunteer and soon added
Cascade Head volunteer naturalist to her job description. In
addition to helping us greet visitors and sharing her master
naturalist skills with preserve visitors, Lisa stepped up to lead our sea star monitoring
efforts this year. Along with a team of volunteers, she is measuring and counting sea
stars along the coast after a mysterious wasting disease decimated the population
several years ago. Thank you, Lisa, for wearing so many hats for conservation and
for generously sharing your time and talents with us.
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Ben Whitestone
For more than a decade, Ben Whitestone has been
lending his precious time and leadership skills to
volunteer events, interacting with preserve visitors as
a Tom McCall Preserve volunteer naturalist and helping
spread the word as a volunteer ambassador. Ben brings
a special enthusiasm and energy to all he does and those around him can’t help but
be inspired to take action for nature. All told, Ben has led more than 40 volunteer
work parties and performed outreach as a naturalist, hike leader or ambassador
over 25 times. We are so grateful for your service, Ben, and for the fun you bring
to our events.

VOLUN TEERING BY THE NUMBER S
900+ volunteers
contributed over
22,000 hours of
time to advance
conservation in
Oregon
500 volunteers
participated in
32 volunteer
restoration events
statewide

50 volunteer
naturalists shared
their time and
knowledge with
more than 12,000
visitors at three
TNC preserves
Volunteer hike leaders
led more than 25
interpretive programs
attended by over 500
individuals statewide

THIS PAGE left to right Lisa McGraw © Molly Dougherty; Ben Whitestone © Molly Dougherty; Volunteers at Mt. Tabor Park © Joshua Chang; OPPOSITE PAGE left to right Campers at Burnt Ranch BLM
Recreation Area, Mitchell, Oregon © Harold Shields/TNC Photo Contest 2019

When you live as close to the land as Burt
Lazar and Claire Stock do on 12 forested
acres just outside Portland, you are
uniquely positioned to notice changes in the
environment brought on by climate change.
Since 1991, Burt and Claire have worked
to live in harmony with the land by restoring their property and
maintaining an orchard and native hedgerows that promote pollinator
populations. But over the last several years, they began to notice
100-year-old Douglas fir trees dying out from drought and unusually
hot summers. “I planted a stand of 15 cedar trees in a wet area of our
property and they were doing great until one hot summer when they
all died,” says Burt. “That’s been reported all over Portland. That’s
why we think the efforts of The Nature Conservancy to create climate
action are so important.”
He adds, “TNC is one of the few good news stories about the
environment. We like the science-based approach and the advocacy
for climate action—and we are impressed with the real-world results
we’ve seen at places we’ve supported such as Winter Lake on the
Coquille River where we saw a win–win scenario for the environment
and community. We are pleased that we can support TNC and leave
a lasting legacy for generations to come.”

VOLUNTEER WITH US!
nature.org/volunteer

Doug and Anthony Gordon
Nature is front and center in every facet of
Doug and Anthony Gordon’s lives, from their
professional work—Doug has a Ph.D. in Zoology
and Anthony an M.S. in Wildlife Behavior—to
their hobbies and even their home. The Gordons
live on a few acres in rural Oregon where Anthony
creates pottery in the shape of animals and Doug
works to make their home self-sustainable with
solar power and a micro-hydro dam. “I’ve slowly
been planting and restoring the stream and wetlands around our home
for years,” says Doug. “It’s really lovely and peaceful to have such a deep
connection to the land.”
This commitment to stewardship, paired with a shared passion for
kayaking, inspired them to support our estuary and wetlands restoration
work along the Oregon coast. “We wanted our support to have a local
impact. We are fortunate to have such beautiful estuaries and waterways
in Oregon and we know that the science-based restoration work that The
Nature Conservancy is doing is critical to countless species of fish, wildlife
and people,” says Doug. “We are inspired by the science and dedicated
staff of The Nature Conservancy.”

OUR FINANCIALS
(July 1, 2018–June 30, 2019)

WE CARRY OUT OUR WORK WITH A DEEP
COMMITMENT TO ACCOUNTABILITY
AND TRANSPARENCY.
As a leading global charity, we hold ourselves accountable to our members,
the public and all creatures that have a stake in the preservation of the world’s
natural resources. We seek to make use of every dollar donated to The Nature
Conservancy with careful attention to effectiveness and efficiency.
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Programmatic Efficiency
Conservation
89%

FY 2019
Total Expenses
$26,270,654

We are able to accomplish so much because we make careful use of our resources,
with 89 percent of our funding going directly to our science-driven conservation
work. Charity Navigator and the Better Business Bureau applaud program
efficiencies above 66 percent, so you can be confident that any investment in
TNC will be put to good use.
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THE NATURE CONSERVANCY IN OREGON STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

Assets

On June 30, 2019

On June 30, 2018

$9,057,966

$10,870,364

Endowment Funds

$34,625,531

$36,868,785

Conservation Lands

$45,862,237

$54,329,657

$12,750,931

$5,047,160

$102,296,665

$107,115,967

Liabilities

$4,692,824

$2,609,741

Net Assets

$97,603,841

$104,506,227

$102,296,665

$107,115,967

Cash and Investments

Other Assets

OPPOSITE PAGE Sunrise over Zumwalt Prairie Preserve © Rick McEwan

General and
Administrative
5%
Fundraising and
Membership
6%

“Freedom is not without responsibility. We are
accountable to one another, this landscape
and everything that lives on it.”
— bobbie

Revenue
Grants and
Contracts
26%

FY 2019
Total Revenue
$19,243,139

conner

Director of the Tamástslikt Cultural Institute

Other Income
4%
Investment
9%
Land Sales
13%
Contributions
48%

The Nature Conservancy
in Oregon
821 SE 14th Avenue
Portland, OR 97214
nature.org/oregon
(503) 802-8100
oregon@tnc.org

Like us at facebook.com/NatureConservancyOR
Tweet us at @nature_oregon
Follow us at @nature_oregon
THIS PAGE The Oregon Conservation Center © Jeremey Bitterman

Thanks to the
generosity of our
donors, we opened the
doors to the renovated
Oregon Conservation
Center this year—a
sustainably designed
office and meeting
space that brings
scientists, thought
leaders, partners and
conservation leaders
together to advance
conservation through
collaboration.
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